Emission Project Guide

We have updated our Emission Project Guide, referenced 7020-0145, for MAN B&W low speed two-stroke marine engines.

The new version includes a new chapter on selective catalytic reduction (SCR). The new project guide can be viewed and printed at [www.mandieselturbo.com](http://www.mandieselturbo.com) under the headings: Quicklinks -> Marine Engines & Systems -> Low Speed -> Project Guides, and also on our extranet Nexus.

The objective of the Emission Project Guide is to provide information to decide and design solutions for emission reductions at the initial stage of a project involving MAN B&W two-stroke engines. The information provided covers the technical data needed for the preliminary design, including data for performance, layout, consumables, control and installation of the equipment.

The Emission Project Guide will be further developed in future editions. If you require more information, do not hesitate to contact department LEE4, at lee4@mandieselturbo.com.

Yours faithfully
MAN Diesel & Turbo

Niels B. Clausen